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Aspiring makeup performers will find all they want in this in-depth look at the sector from
choosing items to techniques for application and caution of the skin. The book includes over
200 charts and drawings for clearness.
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I like the way the book goes into detail about the facial skin ... as an estetician I Look for this
book very useful being that makeup isn't my strongest point. My daughter is an aspiring makeup
artist, I purchased this for her. This book is simple to read and packed with lots of tips and
advice. Fantastic book! This reserve includes a wealth of information, not just a froufrou makeup
information, this is for the severe artist... The corrective make-up chapter is great. When guess
what happens is protected in the reserve you cnan after that go and become creative.. A reserve
all MA should examine. This is simply not a beauty guru book showing colorful pictures but a
reserve for serious make-up artist or for folks like me who have to pay more focus on detail on
every single persons face and take into account their face form I think it is that detail that makes
an excellent makeup artist. I've so many make-up books and I hate when We get a new one that
just covers the same old things over once again, this is a pleasant shock. I love the level of depth
this switches into about completely everything involved with makeup. My daughter can be an
aspiring makeup artist, I bought ..Very good investment for the budding make-up artist or for a
person curious about proper make-up techniques. I like how the book goes into detail about the
face and how he breaks the facial skin down point by point and working with different shapes.
This book is simple to read and packed with plenty of tips and . certainly wasn't thinking about
purchasing a textbook style makeup publication. Dont want to invest years in makeup school,
and just want to understand for freelance, this reserve is the BOOK! Five Stars good Four Stars
Very old version but in great condition Very basic, school text message book quality I was
extremely disappointed in this reserve, not at all what We was expecting. I graduated from
Cosmetology school so a long time ago & Great techniques in this book Great techniques in this
book.. A wonderful bookteaching all you need to know on the subject of being a makeup artist.
Way too many MA simply do what is trending, not what is suitable for the customers features
and structure. A course in a publication all Makeup performers should read.. Face and skin
analysis, factors that if you would like to truly be considered a good MA you shouldn know.
would be ideal for somebody current in college.I love it.I have to say that the book outlines the
measures for sanitization very well. Great book, EZ way to learn Old book large amount of info
every MU artist will need to have ,Ad ,Video and film might want to know biz part,
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